
Process Conditions Definitions with Rubric 
 
 

Relational 
Trusting relationships are the foundation of effective home-school partnerships. Strong relationships build respect between home and 
school. When relationships are strong, families feel welcome and believe school staff care about the success of their children. 

Developing Effective Highly Effective 

• Little interaction between educators and 
families 

• Teachers clustered together - interacting and 
talking with one another 

• School staff dismissive and short with families 
• Families ignored as they enter event 
• More talking at than listening to 

• Some families greeted as they enter event 
• Some greetings extend beyond “hello” 
• Most educators happy to see families (smile, 

opening body language) 
• Lots of “yes-no” questions 

• Majority of families greeted as they enter 
event 

• Families greeted by name and in their home 
language 

• Greeting extends beyond “hello” with many 
families (reflected on a recent memory, share 
a story) 

• Frequent use of open-ended questions 

 
 

Linked to Learning and Development 
Teachers use effective instructional practices in the classroom to help students learn and grow. A school’s family engagement efforts 
should be designed to support what students are learning in the classroom. When family engagement is linked to learning goals, families 
are empowered to interact with their children at home in ways that support student academic success. 

Developing Effective Highly Effective 
• Event has no connection to student learning 
• Celebratory or social activity 

• Event is connected to grade level standards or 
student learning goals 

• Student learning goals shared school wide 
• Learning information is presented or given to 

families (handout/tip sheets) 
• Some opportunity for family to experience 

learning 

• Families provided individual graphs/data 
specific to child’s learning 

• Families provided with opportunities to learn 
a new tip or tool 

• Families provided opportunity to practice a 
new skill or strategy 

• Families offer strategies about child’s learning 
to assist teacher 

• Families provided specific questions to ask 
their child to learn what is happening in the 
classroom 

 
 

Asset-Based 
An important goal is to help all families grow in their ability to support their child’s academic success. All aspects of a school’s family 
engagement efforts should take advantage of the existing expertise of families. Once schools have tapped into existing strengths, they 
can work to build additional family expertise to support learning. A strengths-based approach increases confidence and empowers 
families to be active, knowledgeable and informed. 

Developing Effective Highly Effective 

• School/educators refer to families as 
problems 

• Blame families for lack of partnership/ 
engagement 

• Family engagement work is needs-driven and 
problem-focused 

• Educators begin with identifying what is 
already present “where families currently are” 

• Family strengths are emphasized and 
celebrated 

• Families are regularly recognized for their 
contributions 

• Educators consistently use asset-based 
language when engaging with families 

• Educators regularly seek out ways to learn 
about families “funds of knowledge” 

• Family assets are discovered and used to 
strengthen and enhance the relationship and 
partnership 
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Culturally Responsive and Respectful 
Cultural responsiveness is the ability to learn from and relate respectfully with people of your own culture as well as those from other 
cultures. We must learn to appreciate and value diverse views and not judge views that differ from ours as wrong. 

Developing Effective Highly Effective 
• Interpreters are provided when requested 
• Interpreters are not always available in all 

languages 
• Few documents are translated and not 

consistently 
• Visual images on documents, website and 

on campus not reflective of entire school 
community 

• Minimal diversity reflected in Parent 
Leadership 

• Communication materials are accessible to 
all families 

• Most documents translated 
• Interpreters are provided at many family 

engagement events 
• Some documents and some images on 

website reflect community diversity 
• Physical environment includes some images 

that reflect the diversity of the families and 
community 

• Events and programs are offered at varied 
times 

• Childcare and transportation available 
• Some diversity reflected in parent leadership 

• Programs & practices reflect language, 
culture context and values of stakeholder 
community 

• Visual displays on campus reflect community 
stakeholders 

• Visual images on documents, website and 
social media reflect family and community 
members 

• Simultaneous translation is provided at most 
events and programs 

• Activities/programs occur in the community 
• Parent Leadership boards and committees 

reflect the diversity of the school and 
community 

• Family voice evident in planning and 
facilitation 

 
Collaborative 

Because school staff can’t be available 24/7, families must be able to turn to each other for support. Successful family engagement 
efforts intentionally foster family-to-family networks. An effective method for building these connections is to encourage families to 
learn and work in groups. In addition to building networks, well-structured group activities reinforce the skills families are learning to 
apply at home. 

Developing Effective Highly Effective 
• Minimal opportunity for families to meet and 

connect with someone new 
• No icebreaker 
• Very little peer to peer dialogue and 

interaction 
• Facilitator driven presentation 

• Icebreaker conducted, but families not 
encouraged to meet/talk to someone new 

• Few opportunities for families to connect and 
network 

• Some peer to peer learning. 
• Most of the interaction teacher to parent 

• Icebreaker encourages families to meet and 
talk with someone they don’t know 

• Several opportunities for families to connect 
with one another during the course of the 
event 

• Many opportunities for peer to peer learning 
and dialogue 

• Majority of the learning is with families in 
small groups 

 
 

Interactive 
For adults to feel sufficiently competent with a new skill, 2 things are essential— practice and feedback. Confidence with a new skill 
does not come by watching a demonstration or trying the skill just one time. Adults need multiple opportunities to try out a new skill 
or behavior. To increase the likelihood that adults apply these new skills at home in interactions with their child, schools must coach and 
support families as they learn to master the desired skills. 

Developing Effective Highly Effective 

• No opportunity for families to practice 
activity 

• No opportunity to provide family with 
feedback 

• Event provides opportunity for family to 
practice at least one activity 

• Event provides several opportunities for 
family to practice new skill 

• Families receive feedback on new skill 
• Variety of strategies utilized to engage 

families in modeling, practice and feedback 
(triads, fishbowl, role play, etc.) 
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